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In the last decade there has been a rapid development of unmanned aerial aviation and various 

solutions are sought for gathering information from difficult access points or in cases where there is a 
risk to operators and technology. This article looks at a solution for the implementation of an in-flight 
sensor system for collecting in-flight data of the unmanned aerial system ensuring flight safety. The 
characteristics of these systems are studied and an architectural realization of a flight and safety 
control platform for unmanned aircraft is proposed. 
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Сензорна система за събиране на информация по време на полет на безпилотен 
летателен апарат за обезпечаване на безопасност на полета (Круме Андреев, Румен 
Арнаудов, Иво Дочев). През последното десетилетие се наблюдава бурно развитие на 
безпилотната летателна авиация и се търсят различни решения за събиране на информация 
от обекти с труден достъп или в случаи, при които съществува риск за операторите и 
техниката. Настоящата статия разглежда едно решение за апаратна реализация на 
сензорна система за събиране на информация по време на полет на безпилотен летателен 
апарат за обезпечаване на безопасност на полета. Проучени са характерните на тези 
системи и е предложена архитектурна реализация на платформа за контрол на полета и на 
безопасността на безпилотен летателен апарат. 

 

Introduction 
In the last decade there has been a rapid 

development of unmanned aerial aviation and various 
solutions are sought for gathering information from 
difficult access points or in cases where there is a risk 
to operators and technology. Companies producing 
this type of aerial vehicles are seeking to refine 
unmanned aerial systems which are already in service 
and develop new ones. One option to solve this 
problem is the use of unmanned aerial systems (UAS), 
such as gliders and copters (Figure 1). They are 
characterized by high mobility, unlimited in time and 
space access to information, and the need to monitor 
their condition. Numerous tasks can now be identified, 
the investigation and solution of which presupposes 
the use of UAS, each having an operational and / or 
permanent nature. Unmanned aerial systems may be 
used in [1]: 

• Events of accidents and disasters, the detection of 
victims and the monitoring of the region in distress; 

• Agriculture for sighting crops, recording the 

condition of agricultural crops after caused damage of 
various kinds, searching for lost animals, monitoring 
of the farm, etc; 

• Surveillance systems for monitoring of the large 
territories, etc; 

• Ecology for monitoring the state of flora and 
fauna, recording of damage caused by illegal felling of 
forests, etc; 

• Monitoring the status of areas affected by natural 
disasters and assessing damages from: spills and 
floods, dams overflow, forest fires, earthquakes, 
industrial accidents, destroyed bridges / roads, etc; 

• Monitoring of: protective equipment (dykes, 
enclosures); the process of restoration of burnt areas; 
monitoring of recultivated areas; monitoring of dam 
walls, etc; 

• Capture of the current state of the plots of the 
agricultural cadastre (updating of the orthophoto map 
of the agricultural land), etc; 

• In the field of energy for: recording of damage 
and icing on the electricity transmission network, 
recording of damage to the oil / gas network, 
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monitoring of the routes of the electricity transmission 
and the oil / gas transmission networks, etc; 

Unmanned aerial systems can only be used if they 
can effectively complete their mission and respond to 
problematic and precarious environmental conditions 
[2]. One important condition that must always be 
observed is that it is imperative to maintain safety 
with regard to other aircraft, people and objects on the 
ground. 

Highly relevant for this purpose is the development 
of sensors systems for gathering information during 
the flight of the unmanned aerial system to ensure 
flight safety. 

The unmanned flight system of the practice is a 
union of three basic subsystems [3], the structure of 
which is determined by the objectives and tasks set. 

The first subsystem of UAS is the aircraft, which, 
depending on the constructive solution, can be: 

- "Fixed wing" aircraft; 
- "Rotating wing" aircraft; 
- Aircraft lighter than air (airship); 
In addition to the above mentioned variants, 

various attempts are made to construct “wing flying” 
aircraft resembling the movement of bird wings. The 
main types of power models are operated by an 
electric motor, an internal combustion engine, a fuel 
cell or a reactive engine [4]. 

The second subsystem of the UAS is the 
navigation system that allows a single (or assisted) 
controlled flight to be performed on a predetermined 
route or route that is constructed at the time of flight. 
The navigation subsystem allows a controlled flight to 
be monitored, captured, measured, etc., activities 
enabling retrieval of scientific information on the 
presence, position or status of the research object or 
phenomenon. The navigation subsystem includes: 
autopilot and positioning device (GPS) [5]. 

The third subsystem of UAS is made up of 
different instruments and tools for capturing, 
recording and measuring, parameters for assessing 
spatial dimensions, position or state of various objects 
and phenomena. Depending on the objectives, this 
subsystem may be deployed only on-board the aircraft 
or be composed of two segments: an on-board 
segment and a ground segment. In the latter case, the 
on-board segment is complemented by a transmitting 
element, which allows the real-time telemetry 
information to be transmitted to the receiving segment 
from the ground segment. In the presence of a 
transmitting element, the function of the navigation 
system can also be enriched by providing feedback 
allowing visualization of the flight parameters and the 
operation of the aircraft [6]. 

 
Fig.1. Use of unmanned aerial system to collect information from difficult access points or  

in cases where there is a risk to operators and technology. 
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Such a system should be able to perform the 
following tasks [7]: 

• To monitor multiple sensory and software 
signals in dynamic mode; 

• On the basis of the collected measurement 
information from on-board systems, to be 
possible to perform the control and and report 
diagnosis of defects; 

• When getting outside of the the operator range, 
the system automatically switches to autopilot 
mode. 

• The electronic systems used in the UAS must 
comply with the normative requirements for 
electro-magnetic compatibility. 

Construction of a platform for unmanned aerial 
systems 

A gliders or copters can be used to build a pilotless 
aircraft system. Planners have a relatively high load 
capacity and flight duration but do not have much 
maneuverability. Copters are characterized by great 
maneuverability, but they do not have high payload 
and flight duration. 

The basic principles for building unmanned aircraft 
systems are: 

• Creating a modular, light platform with low 

power consumption; 
• Real-time monitoring of sensors and software 

signals; 
• Analysis of received information and in-flight 

preprocessing. 
Another important feature in the choice of the 

unmanned aircraft and the in-flight sensor system for 
collecting information to provide flight safety is the 
ability of the established platform to comply with the 
country's flight rules. At this stage in Bulgaria, these 
rules are being developed. Flight rules are defined by 
national and international institutions, for example, for 
the United States, it is the Federal Aviation 
Administration [8]. Some of the parameters in this 
policy are: the minimum height that aircraft after take-
off, maximum flight speed, landing time, etc. have to 
reach; 

The architecture of the in-flight sensor system for 
collecting flight information providing flight safety is 
presented in fig. 2. It contains: measuring sensors, 
measuring system, flight control system, transceiver, 
autopilot and remote control terminal. With the help 
of the measuring sensors, the flight parameters and the 
condition of the aircraft, its coordinates and the 
environmental parameters are monitored. For this 
purpose the following sensors are used: 

• GPS receiver. It helps determine the 

 
Fig.2. Architecture of the In-flight sensor system for collecting flight information providing flight safety. 
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location of the aircraft. 
• Temperature sensor. In this case, the 

presence of hot air currents is monitored. 
• Air velocity sensor. This parameter is 

important because it can further control the 
speed of UAS. 

• Barometric pressure sensor. This height 
and speed can be monitored via the Z axis. 

• Laser altimeter for height measurement. 
• Ultrasonic radar to prevent the unmanned 

airplane from colliding with other or other 
flying objects. 

• Accelerator accelerometer for acceleration 
of unmanned aircraft in case of a sudden 
loss of lifting force or impact of a UAS on 
another object. 

• Magnetometer that measures the Earth's 
magnetic field as a inertial navigation 
signal; 

• Alarm system. With this system, if a UAS 
falls, the sound is signaled for the 
uncontrolled fall of the UAS. 

 

 
Fig.3. Development platform Arduino Uno. 

The microcontroller, which is used as a measuring 
system, processes the received information from the 
sensors, forms commands to the flight control system 
and telemetry to the ground station operator. The 
measured parameters are duplicated on one of the 
sensors in order to monitor the accuracy of their 
measurements using reference monitors. The 
measuring system was built using the Arduino mini 
development platform (Figure 3) [9]. In addition to 
semi-autonomous and autonomous flight mode, the 
autopilot aims to take control of the control when the 
planer comes out of the range of manual control. If 
possible, he may complete the mission and return the 
unmanned instrument to the take-off point or other 
predefined coordinates. With the transceiver, 
commands are given to manually control the flight 
from the remote control terminal, and information is 
sent to the flight operator. 

Collection and processing of results data 
Table 1 presents the collected data from the 

comparative tests of 4 quad-copters and 1 glider. The 
maximum flight times achieved to a large extent 
depends on: 

• The unmanned aerial system carrying 
capacity, including its weight; 

• Battery capacity; 
• Additional equipment mounted; 
• Force and direction of wind. 

Table 1 
Comparative test data 

Unmanned 
aerial 
system: 

Weight 
of the 
UAS: 

Weight 
of the 
battery: 

Total 
weight: 

Battery 
capacity:

Max. 
flight 
time:

Quadcopter 
LS-122 111 g 18 g 129 g 3,7 V / 

600 mAh
8 

min 

Quadcopter 
Yuxiang 
668-A3 

100 g 10 g 110 g 3,7 V / 
380 mAh

6 
min 

Quadcopter 
RTF-2.4 
GHz 

114 g 24 g 138 g 7,4 V / 
400 mAh

12 
min 

Quadcopter 
MJX BUGS 
3 

371 g 114 g 485 g 7.4V / 
1800mAh

15 
min 

Planer F-
1400 
Upstream – 
PRE-Flight 
checklist 

520 g 80 g 600 g 11.1 V / 
1300mAh

35 
min 

 

Conclusion 
This article examines an option for a solution of an 

in-flight sensor system for collecting flight 
information and providing flight safety. The features 
that these systems must meet and the architectural 
realization of a flight control platform on a pilotless 
airplane system are being explored. The 
implementation of the proposed platform will be 
applied in a wide range of areas such as: accidents and 
disasters, agriculture, ecology and security systems, 
etc. 
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